
Nina is currently the communication coordinator for Montreal’s Concordia University’s
TESL Resource Centre and also a Master's student in Applied Linguistics at the University.

She was born and raised in Saigon, Vietnam until she was 15, when she received a
scholarship to study A-level in Cambridge in the UK. She completed her Bachelor’s Degree
at the University of Birmingham in Business Management with Communications and
started working for the fashion magazine Harper's Bazaar. 

Now, she's focusing on heritage language maintenance and critical pedagogy. In her free
time, she manages the Instagram account @cona.yourvietnameseauntie, which aims at
sharing her personal studying and living abroad knowledge and experiences to young
Vietnamese women stepping out of their families for the first time.

"...second generation children, you are so much more fortunate

than your parents, so you need to take that first step."

Ep 8: The Importance of Heritage & 

Language Preservation

Although Nina was born and raised in Saigon (now known
as Ho Chi Minh City), her grandparents and mother's
family are from Huế. 

Huế is a city in central Vietnam. After the fall of Saigon in
1975, Nina's grandparents abandoned their home and
jobs with their children to the countryside in order to
escape the new and rising dangers. When they returned
to the city, their home had been confiscated by the army.
Still even today, what used to be their home is now a
building of committee. 

The incredible resilience and strength of Nina's family,
especially elder generations are now a core pillar in their
family's history.
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Left: Nina's grandparents when they were young.
Right: "photo here is of my mum and her siblings standing on the
staircase, in front of the house they had to abandon, which was

confiscated by the North army [after the fall of Saigon] to rebuild
as a building for their committee." 
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Let me know your thoughts, I would love to hear from you!
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International School in Saigon

While Nina attended primary school within Vietnam's
public school system, her parents weren't completely
satisfied with the curriculum and ways of instruction. 

Being very forward-thinking individuals, they sent Nina
to an international school in Saigon where she was able
to learn a much broader view of academics from an
international staff of teachers. She was immersed in an
entirely English speaking environment and grew to really
admire her teachers and western culture.

Having the privilege to attend this school eventually led
to receiving a scholarship to study in the UK at age 15.

Heritage Language Maintenance

" I flew to the UK, and then I realized, I'm not an expat... I'm an

immigrant. It was the moment when I realized the power dynamic

in Vietnam of English speaking teachers. "

Australian International School of Saigon
Where Nina attended secondary school.

Nina's book on her 5-year journey in the UK.
The title can be translated as

"Don't get lost in Birmingham."

Nina is currently working on her MA thesis focusing on heritage language
maintenance. She is examining the likelihood of Vietnamese parents passing down
their heritage languages to second generations. 

Nina believes wholeheartedly that language is the sort of heart of culture.
Although cultural identity entails so many complex aspects, and can mean many
different things to different individuals, for her it's language that connects all the
different pieces. Language to facilitate food, history, religion, connection, family,
and beyond is incredibly important and powerful.

Nina is also a published author and wrote a book in Vietnamese about her 5 year
experience abroad in the UK. 

Her generous passion towards sharing her knowledge and experiences to help and
advocate for other Vietnamese international students is inspiring! Be sure to check
out her Instagram account - home to this beautiful content.
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